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What is it?
Several terms are being used to describe this space – perhaps a classic sign of
Hype
I like the term Digital Health as it seems all encompassing – for me, it means the
use of digital technology to gather data and deliver actionable insights
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Why should you be interested?
We have all heard about the rising healthcare cost, which is now bringing focus to
different models of care delivery.
But have you also noticed the exponential growth of investment in digital health?
Billions of dollars being poured into it, in the hope that there will be a silver bullet
According to research, $4.3B in investment was recorded through Q3 this year.
Another, a sign of hype? May be, maybe not.
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Why should you be interested?
There is one very important reason to pay attention to Digital Health ‐ and that’s your
users.
Consumers are getting tech savvy, starting to expect a certain experience with
everything they do in life – whether that is banking, connecting with friends or taking
care of a sick loved one.
The ubiquitous use of technology to access information and take control will impact the
healthcare field too.
As people get more involved, as the population demographic shifts (more digital
natives), the expectation will be for a different healthcare delivery model.
Your path to your consumer/ customer/ end user is changing and if you don’t adapt, it
will have an impact on your business.
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Threats
It will not be business as usual.
If you expect to continue running your business as you did in the past decades, you will
face a real danger in the form of decreased market share, reduced reimbursement etc.
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Threats
It will not be business as usual.
Increasing pressure to show evidence of benefit/outcomes means businesses need to do
more than just sell a drug or device.
Cost pressures – generics eating up branded drug share, reduced reimbursement, etc.
will necessitate other supplemental revenue streams
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Lets address the big question on everyone’s mind – who is going to pay?
While that has been the big question in the last few years, the picture is rapidly changing.
It may soon be the case that you may not be able to secure reimbursement for a new drug or
device without supporting tools that help track efficacy or provide data on outcomes.
The ACA has changed the situation in the US for sure… Europe is likely to follow.
Thus, the question will soon no longer be “who will pay for this” but rather “will I get paid
without a supporting digital solution?”
Examples:
THE VA reimburses devices that can track effectiveness of prosthetic devices
United announced this year it will allocate 20 percent of reimbursements ($43 Billion) to value‐
based care.
CMS recently announced telehealth reimbursement for Medicare
Oscar Health Insurance partnered with Misfit to provide financial incentives for fitness activities
logged with an activity tracker.
Caterna, the first mobile health app reimbursed by a health insurer in Europe‐in 2014. The
app, designed by scientists from the University of Dresden, helps correct amblyopia ("lazy eye")
in children with a computer program. The first company to reimburse it was German insurer
Barmer Gek, which has 8.65 million clients. Other health insurers, like Axa, have followed their
steps and also cover Caterna's treatment cost in Germany.
Neuronation‐an app that improves memory and brain activity‐and MySugr‐a digital platform to
manage diabetes, both are covered by the public health system of Austria.
Skin Vision, which is being prescribed to patients in some European medical centres‐right now in
Romania and the Netherlands, and are also in talks with clinics from the United Kingdom.
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So what is the answer?
It certainly will not be one size fits all. A different, targeted solution will be required,
based on the therapy, user population, geography, etc.
However, no matter what solution you develop, it needs to bridge the gap between
individuals and the system ‐ reduce fragmentation that is currently so prevalent in
healthcare.
A focus on prevention and continuous care is required as well.
Ultimately, Digital Health can help strike a balance between clinical care and every day
management of conditions.
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Opportunities
1) The building blocks for developing a digital health solution are already available. You
do not have to start from scratch.
Smart Phones have paved the path. Here you have a tool in people’s hands that they
cannot live without – a tool that is not only a powerful computing platform and provides
connectivity, but is also addictive, user friendly and social ‐ all aspects required to made
a successful digital health solution.
Other tools are also becoming available – the cost of electronics is reducing, small &
highly sensitive sensors are now available to measure pretty much anything, extensive
research is going into algorithm and analytics tools.
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Opportunities
2) Look beyond the west! Emerging markets with limited fixed infrastructure still have a
very high penetration of mobile phones. This is often the only means to reach rural
populations, but the markets are huge in places like India and China.
However, these emerging markets are not necessarily just for low cost solutions. There
is a burgeoning middle class and a high number of wealthy individuals who are
demanding quality care and can afford it.
These markets are also predominantly self‐pay markets for healthcare. Thus, these
markets can provide an excellent initial launch pad – to test and refine your business
model as well as gather data for evidence to substantiate reimbursement applications in
the US.
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Opportunities
3) Services ‐ Products alone are not sufficient any more. Services could be the key to
recurring revenue streams.
It is important to note that while Direct to Consumer is the obvious route for services,
they can and should also be targeted at various other stakeholders.
Also of note is that services without any technical or device innovation – can be copied
easily. They are not entirely protectable. However, your ability to differentiate and
maintain a competitive advantage will be governed not by just the new novel service but
by the enabling technology underpinning it ‐ whether that is a device or an algorithm.
You will need something that cannot be copied easily and completely else the barrier to
entry is minimal.
Think of where you would place Amazon on this grid. Then place a product like the
EasyPod from Merck Serono – definitely a bespoke, novel device that was very
successful.
Where would you put Apple?
Aim for the star!
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Examples
1) Neurostimulation
Today’s neurostimulation products are large expensive implant requiring an invasive
surgery. AS a result this therapy is offered as a last resort.
However new research is showing neurostimulation to be effective in managing chronic
conditions like migraine, overactive bladder etc. But the products of today are definitely
not suitable for these types of conditions. IF the product can be miniaturized and an
accompanying suite of digital tools can enable the therapy to be controlled by the user,
it changes the entire business and makes is a much more viable solution, early in the
treatment regime, for millions of people.
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Examples
2) End to End Pharma ecosystem?
The medication adherence problem is well known. Several major pharmaceutical
companies are trialling connected devices that can help track dosing, along with apps
that can motivate users and improve adherence.
e.g. AZ investment in Adherium, BI trials with Propeller Health, etc.
Of note here is the entire ecosystem that has many stakeholders.. The same data that is
collected from a patient can be turned into valuable insights for several of these
stakeholders as shown in the graphic.
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Examples
3) Diagnostics and Consumer health
In order to truly track disease progression and provide evidence of improved outcomes,
diagnostics are critical. Whether these are in‐vivo or in‐vitro, near patient diagnostics
will play a key role in the overall care pathway. The ability for a patient to conduct a test
at home or nearby clinic rather than having to go in for blood draw at a lab is critical if
regular data is to become available at an affordable cost point.
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Tips for Success
1) Make it simple – invisible tech is the best kind
The Disney Magic Band is a fantastic example of excellent user experience underpinned
by sophisticated technology. Yet, the technology is not in your face.
In fact it is invisible – which is what generates the magical user experience.
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Tips for Success
2) Make it count – Wow factor
Medical devices, especially the ones people must use at home, could use a facelift. They
do not have to be tedious and definitely do not need to look “clinical”. If users are not
ashamed of the device they have to use, if it doesn’t tag them as a patient ‐ you
automatically reduce the barrier and may even be able to encourage use. This is also
true of applications.
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Tips for Success
3) Make it personal
Incentives, motivations, etc. need to be personal. One size does not fit all. IF you are to
get results from your digital health solution, you ought to get to know your users and
personalize the solution for them. While this is not feasible with actual medical devices,
it is very feasible with mobile applications.
Moreover, it is important to remember that several sources of data are now available to
learn about your consumer – traditional market research only goes so far when you have
to target an individual. Suitable personal triggers can be found in every day events –
data on these will never make it to medical records but can be found in the Facebook
feed of a person, for example.
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Tips for Success
4) Think partnership – you don’t have to do it by yourself
Typical path to market for the start ups has traditionally been acquisition by one of the big
companies. Large established companies develop their own product and bring it to market
themselves.
I am not just talking about these – technology companies partnering with fashion designers to
create lifestyle wearable's. Google and Warby Parker, Fitbit and Tory Burch, Misfit and
Swarovski, and Intel and Oakley are just a few.
In tomorrow’s brave new world, other avenues will need attention. Entire ecosystems cannot
and need not be built by medical device companies. You can rely on partners, even from
outside the healthcare field to provide complimentary skills and building blocks to pull the
solution together.
Large companies are making equity investments rather than early acquisitions – they are relying
on innovation happening faster outside their four walls. Pharmaceutical companies are
interested in supplementing their drug portfolios with devices and diagnostics that can help
provide complete all around therapy.
We are seeing several non‐traditional companies entering healthcare and making big
investments. Who knew Google would be interested in contact lenses or Apple would hire
MedTech heavy weights? And what about the recent partnership between IBM, J&J, Apple and
others – these companies plan to leverage each others strengths as well as data to extract
greater value and potentially provide new solutions.
The world is changing! Its time to do things differently.
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Tip 5)
Be prepared to move fast, iterate, reinvent – enjoy the ride.
Identify the Minimum Viable Product – what is good enough for the first launch? Time is
money.. .get it out there, learn, iterate.
Easier said than done for medical products but it is feasible and required for digital
medical products – they won’t stand still, no matter how hard you try. The technology is
evolving fast and will keep changing under your feet. The longer you take to get to
market, the less valuable your effort is and the less impact you will have.
Architect your solution knowing that it will need to keep changing. Get a stable base
and incrementally build on it as you learn.
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The migration to digital technology is a given. The impact that it will have on healthcare
delivery is also becoming visible.
Disruption can come from anywhere and anyone. The healthcare market is at an
interesting cusp of financial strain, technology breakthroughs and changing user
demographics. This combination will lead to a game changing innovations – many of
which will be of a digital nature. Don’t get left behind.
Digital Health is a huge opportunity. One to be embraced and welcomed.
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